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Background 
 
The NSBC exists to promote recreational boating safety and reduce boating accidents by providing safe 
boating materials, resources, tools, creative messages, instructors training and education. NSBC also 
leads the annual safe boating awareness campaign and other initiatives. The awareness campaign for 
2013 was the seventh year of the state level “Wear It!” campaign. 
 
Research Objectives 
 
NSBC would like to determine the campaign’s effectiveness. Specifically, NSBC needs to (1) determine 
and quantify the impact of the campaign on life jacket wear attitudes and behaviors, and (2) gain insights 
that might be helpful in improving the campaign in the future. 
 
To assist in the process, Werth conducted a research study in order to meet the following objectives: 
 
• Measure awareness of the “Wear It!” campaign and image 

• Quantify number signing a “Wear It!” pledge card and impact on boating safety 

• Measure life jacket wear 

• Determine reasons for wearing or not wearing a life jacket 

• Understand boaters’ attitudes toward safety 

• Gain reactions to items that might convince boaters to increase wear of life jackets 

• Determine if results vary by low, medium and high campaign activity locations 
 
Approach 
 
Leveraging a team of volunteers at rivers, lakes, bays and other bodies of water, on-site surveys were 
collected between August 9 and September 2, 2013. Based on their level of “Wear It!” campaign activity, 
the locations were classified as no activity, medium or high activity. All surveys were self-administered 
(completed by boaters, not interviewers).   
 
Prior to collecting surveys, volunteers participated in training sessions to offer guidelines for uniformly 
collecting surveys. Specifically, they were briefed on the approach (i.e. “We’re collecting surveys at 
different bodies of water around the U.S. about boating. It’ll only take about five minutes of your time. You 
can fill out the survey yourself, and for participating, you’ll receive this gift.”), procedures (i.e. participant 
must be 18+ years of age, has used or been a passenger in one of the boats listed in Question 1, no 
commercial boating operations, no employees, must complete the survey themselves), and checking 
surveys (i.e. all questions answered, location filled out) and incentives (provided with a “Wear It! water-
proof dry bag).  
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At the end of the self-administered surveys, boaters were asked if they were willing to complete a follow-
up telephone interview. In order to gain additional insights and suggestions for the campaign, five in-
depth telephone interviewers were conducted with participants who wear their life jackets rarely or 
sometimes. Each interview lasted 30 to 45 minutes. 
 
A total of 678 surveys were completed and returned for processing from more than 25 different bodies of 
water in eight different states: 
 
• 327 from locations that have had no “Wear it!” campaign activity  

• 199 from locations that have had a medium level of campaign activity  

• 152 from locations that have had a high level of campaign activity  
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Executive Summary 
 
The “Wear It!” campaign appears to have had a positive impact on boaters’ behavior regarding safety.   
 
• Life jacket wear is significantly higher in medium and high campaign activity locations than in 

locations with no campaign activity. They are significantly more likely to wear their life jackets always 
or most of the time vs. those in no campaign activity locations. 

 
The “Wear It!” campaign appears to have had a positive impact on boaters’ attitudes regarding safety.   
 
• Boaters at locations with campaign activity are significantly more likely to agree that they “feel safest 

when wearing a life jacket / it’s a safe practice.” 

• Boaters at locations with campaign activity are also significantly more likely to agree that “it is 
important for me as a boater to encourage others to wear life jackets at all times when boating          
or fishing.” 

 
The “Wear It!” campaign also appears to promote sustained change. 
 
• As expected, boaters in campaign activity locations were significantly more likely to recall the “Wear 

It!” campaign and recognize the “Wear It!” image. 

• Almost all boaters who have signed the “Wear It!” pledge indicate they have changed their approach 
to boating safety or, if not, they [continue to] “always” wear their life jacket. 

 
The research also verifies prior research, having the same barriers to life jacket wear.  
 
• The main barriers are uncomfortable life jackets and no laws requiring wear. 

• Thus, motivators to increase life jacket wear, especially among those who wear them rarely or never, 
are: 

– Enacting laws that require life jacket wear 

– Having life jackets that are more comfortable and less bulky 
 
Based on the findings, the following suggestions are offered: 
 
• Continue the “Wear It!” campaign and expand to locations with no campaign activity. 

• Focus energy and effort on increasing awareness at more bodies of water rather than increasing    
the level of activity from medium to high, since the medium and high-level activity locations’ results 
are similar.     

• Educate boaters about newer, more comfortable types of life jackets and expand their ease               
of acquisition. 

• Remind boaters to wear their life jackets. 

• Promote life jacket wear in a way that makes it seem “second nature,” like “wearing a seat belt.” 
 
 
See Appendix A (page 15) for details of number of surveys by specific locations. 
 
See Appendix B (page 16) for details of phone interviews conducted with boaters. 
 
See Appendix C (page 19) for verbatim comment file. 
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Key Findings 
 
• Boaters in locations with medium to high campaign activity are significantly more likely than 

boaters in locations with no campaign activity to: 

– Wear their life jackets “always or most of the time.” 

– Wear their life jackets because they “feel safest when wearing a life jacket / it’s a safe practice.” 

– Be aware of the “Wear It!” campaign and recognize the “Wear It!” image.  

– Agree with the statement: “It is important for me as a boater to encourage others to wear life 
jackets at all times when boating or fishing.” 

 
• In addition, boaters in high campaign activity locations are significantly more likely than others to: 

– Agree with the statement: “I worry about other boaters and their unsafe practices.” 
 

• Those aware of the campaign are significantly more likely than those unaware to: 

– Wear their life jackets “always or most of the time.” 

– Wear their life jackets because they “feel safest when wearing a life jacket / it’s a safe practice.” 

– Agree with the statements: “I worry about other boaters and their unsafe practices” and “It is 
important for me as a boater to encourage others to wear life jackets at all times when boating    
or fishing.” 

– Disagree with the statement: “I have NOT been involved in any situation this boating season 
where a life jacket was useful.” 
  

• Almost all boaters who have signed a “Wear It!” pledge card (note that only 26 participants have 
signed it), either said the pledge has changed their approach to boating safety or they always wear 
their life jacket. 

• The main barriers for using life jackets are discomfort and not being required to wear one by law. 

• Boaters who wear their life jackets always or most of the time are significantly more likely than 
other boaters to: 

– Wear their life jackets because they “feel safest when wearing a life jacket / it’s a safe practice,” 
“am required to wear a life jacket by law,” “have heard of situations where a life jacket has saved 
a life,” and/or “are not a good swimmer or does not know how to swim.” 

– Be aware of the “Wear It!” campaign and recognize the “Wear It!” image. 

– Agree with the statements:  “I believe drowning fatalities related to boating accidents would be 
dramatically reduced if more people wore life jackets” and/or “I believe the ‘Wear It!’ pledge is an 
effective way to increase use of life jackets” and / or “It is important for me as a boater to 
encourage others to wear life jackets at all times when boating or fishing.” 

• In addition, boaters who wear their life jackets most of the time are significantly more likely than 
other boaters, and on an overall basis, to agree with the statement that they do not wear their life 
jacket because:  “I forget to wear it or just don’t think about wearing one.” 

• Having a law that requires boaters to wear life jackets would convince more than one-half of the 
boaters to wear life jackets more often. Having a more comfortable or less bulky life jacket also would 
motivate boaters to wear life jackets.   
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Detailed Findings 
 
Awareness of “Wear It!” Campaign and Image 
 
Four out of 10 participants are aware of the “Wear It!” campaign. Boaters in medium to high campaign 
activity locations are significantly more likely to be aware of the “Wear It!” campaign versus boaters in 
locations with no campaign activity. Those who wear their life jackets “always or most of the time” are 
significantly more likely to be aware of the campaign than others. In addition, those with a motor, fishing 
or sailboat are significantly more likely to be aware of the campaign than those using a personal 
watercraft or manually propelled vessel. 
 

 
 

 
 
The same patterns emerge when looking at results among those who recognize the “Wear It!” image. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
“Wear It!” Pledge Card Activity and Impact on Boating Safety 
 
Only 4 percent of the participants signed a “Wear It!” pledge card in the past three years. 

 
 
 
 

Total None Medium High Always/Most Sometimes Rarely/Never PWC/Manual Others
Number	  answering: (678) (327) (199) (152) (297) (158) (222) (135) (524)

% % % % % % % % %
Yes 41 31 47 56 52 35 31 30 44
No 52 63 46 37 42 59 62 62 50
Not	  sure 7 6 7 7 6 6 8 7 7

Aware	  of	  "Wear	  It!"	  Campaign

Campaign	  Activity Type	  of	  BoatWear	  Life	  Jacket

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  respective	  column(s)	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level

Total None Medium High Always/Most Sometimes Rarely/Never PWC/Manual Others
Number	  answering: (672) (324) (198) (150) (295) (157) (219) (132) (521)

% % % % % % % % %
Yes 49 41 53 60 59 41 40 38 51
No 44 50 44 33 32 51 57 49 44
Not	  sure 7 10 3 7 10 8 3 14 6

Campaign	  Activity Wear	  Life	  Jacket Type	  of	  Boat

Recognize	  Image

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  respective	  column(s)	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level

Total
Number	  answering: (673)

%
Yes 4
No	   94
Not	  sure 3

Signing	  a	  Pledge	  Card
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Signing the pledge card has changed 16 of these 25 boaters’ approach to boating. Seven of the nine who 
answered “no” or “other” indicated that they “always” wear their life jacket and two of the nine said they 
wear their life jacket “most of the time.”  
 

  
* Use caution when interpreting results given small sample size. 

 
Life Jacket Wear 
 
Less than one-half of the participants (44 percent) wear life jackets most of the time or always. However, 
among those who have signed the pledge, 88 percent indicate that they wear their life jacket always 
(n=18) or most of the time (n=5). Life jacket wear is significantly higher among locations with medium or 
high campaign activity versus locations with no campaign activity. In addition, participants aware of the 
campaign are significantly more likely to wear life jackets always or most of the time versus those 
unaware of the campaign.   
 
As might be expected since often required by law, those using a personal watercraft or manual boat are 
significantly more likely to always wear a life jacket than those using other types of boats (60 percent vs. 
16 percent, respectively). 

  

 
 
Reasons for Wearing Life Jackets 
 
“I wear a life jacket when conditions or weather is bad or expected to worsen” or “I feel safest when 
wearing a life jacket / it’s a safe practice” are the reasons most often selected for wearing a life jacket.   
 
Those who signed the pledge and those participating from medium and high campaign activity locations 
are the most likely to indicate that they “feel safest when wearing a life jacket / it’s a safe practice.” On the 
other hand, those participating from locations with no campaign activity are more likely to indicate that 
they “wear a life jacket when conditions or weather is bad or expected to worsen.” 
 

Total
Number	  answering	  among	  those	  who	  signed	  the	  pledge	  card: (25)

%	  (#)
Yes 64	  (16)
No 32	  (8)
Other	  ("Always	  safety	  first" ) 4	  (1)

Impact	  of	  Signing	  Pledge	  Card

Signed
Total Pledge None Medium High Yes No/Unsure PWC/Manual Others

Number	  answering: (677) (26)* (327) (198) (152) (355) (318) (135) (524)

% %	  (#) % % % % % % %
Top	  Two	  Boxes 44 88	  (23) 38 49 51 53 34 79 35
Always 25 69	  (18) 19 31 32 30 20 60 16
Most	  of	  the	  time 19 19	  (5) 19 18 19 23 14 19 19

Sometimes 23 8	  (2) 25 24 18 21 26 10 27

Bottom	  Two	  Boxes 33 4	  (1) 38 28 31 27 40 12 38
Rarely 21 4(1) 28 13 16 17 25 6 25
Never 12 0	  (0) 10 15 15 10 15 6 13

*	  Use	  caution	  when	  interpreting	  due	  to	  small	  sample	  size.

Campaign	  Activity Type	  of	  BoatAware	  of	  Campaign/Image

Usage	  of	  Life	  Jackets

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  respective	  column(s)	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
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The majority of those who always or most of the time wear a life jacket when boating (69 percent) indicate 
that they do so because they “feel safest when wearing a life jacket.”  Those who sometimes, rarely or 
never wear a life jacket tend to only “wear a life jacket when conditions or weather is bad or is expected   
to worsen.”   

  

 
 
Other reasons for wearing life jackets: 
 
• “At night” 

• “Going through locks” 

• “It’s like not wearing a seat belt; I just don’t like boating without it.” 

• “Lead by example – I have 4 kids” 

• “Raised on lake and wearing a life jacket” 

• “When alone” 

•  “When playing, skiing, etc.”  
See Appendix C (page 19) for verbatim comment file for full list of “other” responses. 

Signed
Total Pledge None Medium High Yes No/Unsure

Number	  answering	  excluding	  those	  who	  say	  "never	  wear": (587) (26) (293) (165) (129) (318) (266)

% %	  (#) % % % % %
I	  wear	  a	  life	  jacket	  when	  conditions	  or	  weather	  is
bad	  or	  expected	  to	  worsen

44 19	  (5) 53 33 37 40 48

I	  feel	  safest	  when	  wearing	  a	  life	  jacket	  /	  it’s	  a	  safe	  practice 43 69	  (18) 37 47 51 47 38

I	  am	  required	  to	  wear	  a	  life	  jacket	  by	  law 22 19	  (5) 23 25 17 18 26

I	  have	  heard	  of	  situations	  where	  a	  life	  jacket	  has	  saved	  a	  life 18 27	  (7) 21 20 9 15 21

I	  am	  not	  a	  good	  swimmer	  or	  do	  not	  know	  how	  to	  swim 7 4	  (1) 5 9 8 8 5

I	  signed	  a	  pledge	  to	  wear	  a	  life	  jacket 2 23	  (6) 2 4 0 3 1

Other	  reasons 9 0	  (0) 10 10 5 9 8

Campaign	  Activity Aware	  of	  Campaign/Image

Reasons	  for	  Wearing	  Life	  Jackets

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  respective	  column(s)	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level

Total Always/Most Sometimes Rarely/Never
Number	  answering	  excluding	  those	  who	  say	  "never	  wear": (587) (294) (156) (136)

% % % %
I	  wear	  a	  life	  jacket	  when	  conditions	  or	  weather	  is
bad	  or	  expected	  to	  worsen

44 17 59 85

I	  feel	  safest	  when	  wearing	  a	  life	  jacket	  /	  it’s	  a	  safe	  practice 43 69 26 5

I	  am	  required	  to	  wear	  a	  life	  jacket	  by	  law 22 36 10 6

I	  have	  heard	  of	  situations	  where	  a	  life	  jacket	  has	  saved	  a	  life 18 23 20 4

I	  am	  not	  a	  good	  swimmer	  or	  do	  not	  know	  how	  to	  swim 7 10 6 2

I	  signed	  a	  pledge	  to	  wear	  a	  life	  jacket 2 3 1 2

Other	  reasons 9 5 17 8

Wear	  Life	  Jacket

Reasons	  for	  Wearing	  Life	  Jackets

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  respective	  column(s)	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
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Reasons for Not Wearing Life Jackets 
 
“A life jacket is uncomfortable” or “I am not required to wear one by law” are the most commonly 
selected reasons for not wearing a life jacket. Those who wear their life jacket sometimes are most     
often to indicate that they are uncomfortable. Those who wear their life jacket rarely or never are 
significantly more likely than others to state that they are not required to wear one by law. Other 
differences are noted below. 

 
 

 
 
 
Other reasons for not wearing life jackets: 
 
• “Hot and restricts movement” 

• “I always keep it close by” 

• “Don’t use it unless open ocean but kids always wear it” 

•  “It’s not necessary in these waters” 

• “Large boat; I wear when conditions warrant” 

• “When it’s windy enough. I do when I feel unsafe.” 

• “Low risk situations” 

• “Tan lines” 

• “Peer pressure if others are not wearing jackets”  
 
See Appendix C (page 19) for verbatim comment file for full list of “other” responses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Total Most	  of	  time Sometimes Rarely/Never
Number	  answering	  excluding	  those	  who	  say	  "always	  wear": (484) (114) (151) (219)

% % % %
A	  life	  jacket	  is	  uncomfortable 39 30 46 39

I	  am	  not	  required	  to	  wear	  one	  by	  law 31 18 27 41

I	  forget	  to	  wear	  it	  or	  just	  don’t	  think	  about	  wearing	  one 23 38 25 15

I	  don’t	  need	  to	  wear	  a	  life	  jacket	  because	  I’m	  a	  strong	  swimmer 11 8 5 16

I’m	  not	  asked	  to	  wear	  a	  life	  jacket	  by	  the	  boat	  owner	  or	  someone	   7 8 7 6

A	  life	  jacket	  is	  not	  stylish	  or	  “cool” 2 4 1 2

I	  don’t	  want	  to	  spend	  money	  on	  a	  life	  jacket	  or	  can’t	  afford	  one 1 0 1 1

Other	  reasons 18 20 17 17

Wear	  Life	  Jacket

Reasons	  for	  Not	  Wearing	  Life	  Jackets

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  respective	  column(s)	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
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Boating Safety Attitudes 
 
Almost all of the participants agreed with the statement, “I try to boat safely and responsibly at           
all times.”   
 
The statement with the least agreement (52 percent) is “It is important for me as a boater to 
encourage others to wear life jackets at all times when boating or fishing.” Participants at locations 
with medium to high campaign activity are significantly more likely to agree with this statement than those 
at locations with no campaign activity (59 percent vs. 44 percent, respectively). And, those aware of the 
“Wear It!” campaign and / or image are significantly more likely to agree with this statement than those 
unaware (64 percent vs. 38 percent, respectively). Significant differences are also noted based on life 
jacket wear, as shown in the table below. 
 
Those participating in high campaign locations and those aware of the campaign are most likely to agree 
with: “I worry about other boaters and their unsafe practices.” 
 
The greater the wear of life jackets, the more often likely the participant is to agree with: “I believe the 
“Wear It!” pledge is an effective way to increase use of life jackets” and “I believe drowning 
fatalities related to boating accidents would be dramatically reduced if more people wore             
life jackets.” 
 
Those unaware of the campaign and / or wear life jackets rarely or never are more likely to agree with      
the statement: “I have NOT been involved in any situation this boating season where a life jacket 
was useful.” 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Total None Medium High Yes No/Unsure Always/Most Sometimes Rarely/Never
Total	  sample	  size: (678) (327) (199) (152) (356) (318) (297) (158) (222)

% % % % % % % % %
I	  try	  to	  boat	  safely	  and	  responsibly	  at	  
all	  times

97 98 95 97 98 96 98 94 98

I	  believe	  drowning	  fatalities	  related	  
to	  boating	  accidents	  would	  be	  
dramatically	  reduced	  if	  more	  people	  
wore	  life	  jackets

88 88 86 90 89 87 96 86 79

I	  worry	  about	  other	  boaters	  and	  their	  
unsafe	  practices

85 81 86 95 91 79 88 83 83

I	  believe	  the	  “Wear	  It!”	  pledge	  is	  an	  
effective	  way	  to	  increase	  use	  of	  life	  
jackets

73 71 76 71 73 -‐ 89 63 49

I	  have	  NOT	  been	  involved	  in	  any	  
situation	  this	  boating	  season	  where	  a	  
life	  jacket	  was	  useful

66 70 62 62 62 71 60 61 77

I	  am	  a	  very	  strong	  swimmer 61 62 61 57 59 63 61 56 63

It	  is	  important	  for	  me	  as	  a	  boater	  to	  
encourage	  others	  to	  wear	  life	  jackets	  
at	  all	  times	  when	  boating	  or	  fishing

52 44 59 59 64 38 71 47 29

Campaign	  Activity Aware	  of	  Campaign/Image Wear	  Life	  Jacket

Boating	  Safety	  Attitudes	  (%	  Strongly	  Agree	  /	  Agree	  Somewhat)

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  respective	  column(s)	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
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Items to Motivate Boaters to Wear Life Jackets 
 
Having a law that requires boaters to wear life jackets would convince more than one-half of the boaters 
(54 percent) to wear life jackets more often. About one-third of the boaters (34 percent) also indicate that 
having a more comfortable or less bulky life jacket would be motivating. Those who are using personal 
watercraft or manual boats could be motivated to wear life jackets more than other boaters. However, 
those who rarely or never wear life jackets are the most difficult to convince. 
 

 
 

 
 
Other motivators: 
 
•  “Knowing [that] someone [was] saved with life jacket” 

• “Being constantly made aware of those that drown while not wearing a life jacket” 

• “Advertise as with seat belts” 

• “More affordable inflatable” 

• “Only the weather / seas can convince me” 

• “Sailing overnight” 

 

See Appendix C (page 19) for verbatim comment file for full list of “other” responses. 

 
 
 
 

Total PWC/Manual Others Always/Most Sometimes Rarely/Never
Number	  answering: (678) (135) (524) (297) (158) (222)

% % % % % %
A	  law	  requiring	  boaters	  to	  wear	  life	  jackets 54 62 51 54 54 54
If	  I	  had	  a	  life	  jacket	  that	  was	  more	  
comfortable	  or	  less	  bulky

34 36 32 32 34 34

Being	  educated	  on	  boat	  safety	  and	  the	  use	  
of	  life	  jackets

28 42 25 44 25 10

Hearing	  or	  seeing	  reminders	  to	  wear	  a	  life	  
jacket

28 38 26 40 24 15

If	  I	  had	  a	  life	  jacket	  that	  was	  easy	  to	  
use/wear

24 24 24 25 25 22

I	  had	  a	  prior	  boating	  experience	  that	  
convinced	  me

12 17 11 15 10 10

Signing	  a	  pledge	  card	  agreeing	  to	  wear	  a	  
life	  jacket

11 14 11 17 10 5

If	  life	  jackets	  were	  provided	  for	  free 11 19 10 18 6 5
Seeing	  well-‐known	  celebrities	  or	  athletes	  
wearing	  life	  jackets	  when	  boating 8 15 6 13 5 3

If	  I	  had	  a	  life	  jacket	  that	  was	  more	  stylish 6 11 4 8 3 4

Nothing	  /	  None 2 1 2 1 1 5

Did	  not	  answer	  question 4 1 5 3 3 7

Other	  responses 7 6 7 6 6 8

Type	  of	  Boat Wear	  Life	  Jacket

Motivators	  to	  Wear	  Life	  Jackets

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  respective	  column(s)	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
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Participant Profile: Boating 
 
Frequency of Boating 
 
Boating frequency is about the same as prior years, with about the same number of boaters indicating 
they have been boating “more often” as indicating “less often.” Those located in no campaign activity 
locations are most likely to indicate “about as often as prior years.” 
 

 
 

 
 
Type of Boat 
 
Six out of 10 participants most recently used an open motorboat (34 percent) and / or a cabin motorboat 
(26 percent). Types of boats used vary somewhat by locations based on their level of campaign activity. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Total None Medium High

Number	  answering: (672) (326) (197) (149)

% % % %
More	  often	   28 23 33 32
About	  as	  often	   45 52 38 41
Less	  often	   27 25 30 27

Frequency	  of	  Boating

Campaign	  Activity

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  respective	  column(s)	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level

Total None Medium High

Number	  answering: (675) (325) (198) (152)

% % % %
Open	  motor	  boat 34 26 44 39
Cabin	  motor	  boat 26 33 15 26
Fishing	  boat	  (not	  commercial) 14 10 19 15
Personal	  watercraft 12 9 17 10
Manually	  propelled	  vessel 11 12 10 9
Sail	  boat 8 13 2 5

Boat	  Most	  Recently	  Used

Campaign	  Activity

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
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Boat Ownership 
 
More than three-fourths of the participants own a boat. Boat ownership is highest in locations with          
no campaign activity, among those aware of the campaign, and among those who rarely / never wear      
life jackets. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Life Jacket Ownership 
 
About nine out of 10 own at least one life jacket, with one-fourth of them owning both inherently buoyant 
and inflatable life jackets. A few differences are noted by the locations based on their level of campaign 
activity, type of boat most recently used, or awareness of campaign. Those that do not own a life jacket, 
may not own a boat, but are guests on another’s boat. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Total
%

Yes 77

Campaign	  Activity
None 84
Medium 70
High 71

Aware	  of	  Campaign
Yes 80
No/Unsure 73

Wear	  Life	  Jacket
Always/Most 69
Sometimes 78
Rarely/Never 86

Boat	  Ownership

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  other(s)
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  number

Total None Medium High PWC/Manual Others Yes No/Unsure

Number	  answering: (672) (324) (198) (150) (135) (518) (352) (316)

% % % % % % % %
Inherently	  buoyant	  life	  jackets 60 62 60 55 62 59 56 64
Inflatable	  life	  jackets 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4
Both	  types 26 27 24 27 20 28 34 17
Do	  not	  own	  a	  life	  jacket 11 7 13 14 13 10 7 15

Life	  Jacket	  Ownership

Campaign	  Activity Type	  of	  Boat Aware	  of	  Campaign/Image

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  respective	  column(s)	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
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Participant Profile:  Demographics 
 
Gender 
 
More than two-thirds of the participants are men. No differences in gender are noted by the locations 
based on their level of campaign activity, awareness of campaign or life jacket wear. 
 

 
 
Age 
 
Participants represent a good mix of ages, as shown below. About one-third of the participants who 
always or most of the time wear life jackets are under 35 years, which might be attributed to their high 
usage of personal watercraft or manual boats. Those aware of the campaign tend to skew older. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Total None Medium High Yes No/Unsure Always/Most Sometimes Rarely/Never

Number	  answering: (673) (325) (197) (151) (352) (317) (296) (156) (220)

% % % % % % % % %
Male 69 72 66 70 70 69 70 69 69
Female 31 28 35 31 30 31 30 31 31

Campaign	  Activity Aware	  of	  Campaign/Image Wear	  Life	  Jacket

Gender

Total PWC/Manual Others Yes No/Unsure Always/Most Sometimes Rarely/Never

Number	  answering: (673) (134) (520) (352) (317) (295) (157) (220)

% % % % % % % %
18	  to	  24	  years 8 19 4 6 10 11 6 5
25	  to	  34 15 33 10 11 19 21 12 9
35	  to	  44 16 14 17 12 21 14 19 16
45	  to	  54 22 12 25 23 22 17 22 30
55	  to	  64 22 13 24 27 17 22 24 21
65	  years	  or	  older 17 10 19 22 11 15 17 20

Type	  of	  Boat Aware	  of	  Campaign/Image Wear	  Life	  Jacket

Age

=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  respective	  column(s)	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
=	  Significantly	  higher	  than	  lowest	  respective	  number	  at	  95%	  confidence	  level
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States Surveyed 
 
Surveys were collected from eight different states, with more than half of the 678 surveys being collected 
in Tennessee, Virginia and New York. As shown below, surveys were not collected in Michigan, California 
or Washington, varying from prior surveys conducted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

State of Residence 
  

State # Collected 
TN 161 
VA 148 
NY 127 
NJ 80 
FL 69 
IN 38 
OK 30 
LA 25 
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Appendix A 
Locations Collecting Surveys 

Location State Number Activity 
TOTAL Collected   678   
        
Biscayne Bay FL 50 High 
Tampa Bay FL 19 High 
Greenwood Lake NJ 10 High 
Priest Lake TN 42 High 
Four Corners (Percy Priest) TN 31 High 
Total High   152   
    
Morse Reservoir IN 20 Medium 
Geist Reservoir IN 18 Medium 
Niagara River NY 55 Medium 
Canandaigua Lake NY 20 Medium 
Lake Keystone OK 30 Medium 
Old Hickory Lake TN 35 Medium 
Pagan River VA 15 Medium 
DK (sent in with others) - Deep 
Creek, Pagan, James River and 
Portsmouth) 

VA 3 Medium 

Deep Creek Lodge VA 2 Medium 
Portsmouth VA 1 Medium 
Total Medium   199   
    
Lake Pontchartrain LA 25 None 
Brigantine Public Dock NJ 40 None 
Round Valley Reservoir NJ 30 None 
Long Island Sound NY 30 None 
Erie Canal (various near 
Rochester) NY 22 None 

Norris Lake TN 53 None 
Norfolk & VA Beach VA 55 None 
Two Rivers VA 14 None 
River Basin VA 7 None 
James River VA 9 None 
Chickahominy Park VA 22 None 
York River VA 19 None 
Hampton VA 1 None 
Total No Activity   327   
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Appendix B 
 
Follow-up Telephone Interviews 
 
Werth recently completed a research study among almost 700 boaters for the NSBC in order to 
determine and quantify the impact of the campaign on life jacket wear attitudes and behaviors and gain 
insights that might be helpful in improving the campaign in the future. 
 
At the end of the self-administered surveys, boaters were asked if they were willing to complete a follow-
up telephone interview. In order to gain additional insights and suggestions for the campaign, five in-
depth telephone interviewers were conducted with participants who wear their life jackets rarely or 
sometimes. Each interview lasted 30 to 45 minutes. 
 
Executive Summary 
 
Participants in these interviews boat primarily for pleasure reasons.    
 

• We enjoy exploring and being on the water. I would prefer to have a sailboat. It’s a more 
exhilarating way of being on the water. With sailing, you have to think more – you have to know 
more with a sailboat. 

• I enjoy being near the water, on the water and in the water. Occasional fishing, but it’s the least 
often [reason for boating]. 

• I prefer to cruise at night, but boat at all times, primarily on the weekends. It’s like a vacation 
every weekend. 

• It’s about getting away from work and problems and stress. 
• Primarily pleasure – I like the wind blowing in my hair, the water, the camaraderie. 

 
They recognize the value and benefits of life jackets, especially when conditions warrant it, for children, 
non-swimmers or smaller boats, when on the water in the dark, or when speeding.  

• I think they are very important. They need to be seen, but probably ought to be worn. You just 
never know. We are adamant to make sure we have enough life jackets on the boat. 

• It’s of utmost importance to have them readily available at all times. 
• If it’s bumpy, windy or wavy, I will put it on. If there’s a change in weather, I will wear it. 
• If there’s a storm. 
• I require a child under 21 years old to wear one. 
• I require all passenger kids to wear them at all times – up until about 14 years old. 
• I have friends that wear them all the time that don’t know how to swim. 
• It’s a good idea to have onboard.  If you don’t have a cabin cruiser (30 feet or more), you should 

have a life jacket on or within arm’s reach. 
• On a sailboat at night, I will wear a life jacket. 
• For smaller boats, you stand a bigger chance of being discharged. 
• If it’s an inflatable, kayak or smaller craft, I wear a life jacket all the time and will require others to 

wear them to make sure others onboard are safe. 
• If you are speeding or in a Speedo, I would [wear a life jacket].  

 
However, boaters explain their reasons and others’ reasons for not wearing life jackets, such as set in 
their ways, confidence in swimming ability, uncomfortable, not stylish, expensive to buy self-inflating type, 
and just are not necessary, especially on larger boats.    

• I’m old. I’m set in my ways… probably [would] not [wear them] 
• I’ve never been in a habit of wearing one. I’m a good swimmer. I have one within reach in case I 

need it. 
• They feel so competent that they don’t need them and they won’t save them.   
• They are over-confident. A lot of people have ego and the mentality, ‘I can swim.  I don’t need a 

life jacket’. 
• They aren’t very comfortable to wear. 
• The orange life jackets are restricting, big and bulky and unfashionable. 
• I guess just the freedom to be in your trunks. 
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• [Dislike] from a fashion-sense. 
• The self-inflating ones are so expensive for what they are. They are close to $100 or $200 each. 
• If seas are dead calm, I never put one on. 
• I have a bigger boat and am only doing 8 to 10 mph tops. I heard about accident, but it doesn’t 

change my mind since I’m usually parked in a cove somewhere. 
• I just don’t feel they are really necessary when just on the water and not speeding.  
• Unless the weather is bad, I wouldn’t be inclined to wear it on larger powerboats. I boat very 

cautiously in terms of speed and conditions. 
 
Participants offer suggestions for increasing life jacket wear, such as raising awareness, increasing 
education, improving the design and setting an example for your kids.  
 

• I believe in raising awareness, but I wouldn’t want it to be a law. When it comes to your life, you 
are in charge. 

• [Continue] the advertising campaign to make people more aware of the purpose of a life jacket 
and why you should wear one. We have banners up, a website, advertisements on TV, people 
being out there and contacting the public and talking to them. Just keeping it in the public eye. 

• I don’t recall hearing from the Wear It! campaign about the number of fatalities tied to life jacket 
wear. Use the fatality reports and accident reports [and] then you’ll have more public awareness 
of life jackets. If you have a news report, you need to tie to life jacket wear and the Wear It! 
campaign. If you want to save a life, this is how you do it. Push the awareness of what could 
happen if you don’t wear a life jacket… in news reports. 

• Communicate safety:  If you think you are a good swimmer, you really are not. Those who are 
timid of the water should definitely wear one. 

• Education-wise, incorporate it into boating classes – the importance of wearing one, having one 
handy if not going to wear one, directed at the younger people – not just the big, bulky orange life 
jackets, but something that you could incorporate into wardrobe. 

• It’s a lack of knowledge. I think there a lot of boaters that don’t understand the things that can 
happen. 

• If you had the kind that was form fitting and could still get a nice tan on your arms – sleek, like 
airline ones and could just blow them up. Then, it wouldn’t be an inconvenience. 

• I think you would have more people wearing them if they were more comfortable, if they were 
designed in a more fashionable manner, if the price came down of ones that automatically inflate 
(i.e. a base model that was inflatable that was cheaper in price), if people were encouraged to 
have them, and if they became mandatory (but wouldn’t be happy about it). 

• If your kids are wearing them, you should be wearing one too to set the example. 
 

 
Boaters have favorable impressions of the “Wear It!” campaign.   

• I think it’s a good thing. I wish more people would pay attention to it. 
• I think it’s good. It makes people more aware and anything that you can do to bring it to their 

attention, the more it’s ingrained. Being more visible to the public. 
• I think it’s a good awareness campaign about safety on the water. Every summer there are 

people who drown because of boating accidents and in most cases alcohol was involved. 
• Anything that you could do to make boating safety foremost, the more you put out, the more it will 

get to the people who need that information the most. The more that is done, the more it will lead 
to more people wearing life jackets. 
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When asked about the “Wear It!” pledge, these boaters who rarely or sometimes wear life jackets are on 
the fence or are not willing to sign it.   

• I would consider signing a pledge card…but if I’m going to commit to doing something, I would do 
it, but I would only wear it when out of idle speed. 

• I probably was asked to sign it, but I wouldn’t wear a life jacket all the time unless it was 
mandatory. I’m always happy to sign up and help to make boating safe, but I wouldn’t sign up for 
something if I wasn’t going to do it. 

• I don’t think it makes a difference. People sign stuff every day that they don’t read. Anytime 
anybody signs a pledge, it’s just at the moment.  The next day, it’s forgotten. 

• If I were asked, I would sign it… but if I would wear [a life jacket], I’m not sure. 
• No, I probably would not sign it because I don’t wear one. For the younger people, like preteens, 

if they would sign a pledge, it would get them to be more in the habit of wearing one and then 
they wouldn’t be old like me and set in their ways. 

 
From boaters’ other comments, the following additional suggestions are offered to the NSBC.  
 

• Provide or require “boater training” for those operating powerboats.  
o A powerboat is more like a racing boat.  With powerboats, it’s like they go from their cars 

to their boats. They don’t always know how to operate them. It’s more about speed limits, 
being reckless… it’s the power boaters who are the reckless ones and are not cautious. 

 
• Monitor/enforce if unsafe boating or other unsafe practices.  

o I think the wave runners are obnoxious, aggressive and come too close to boats. I would 
rather see better enforcement of wave runners. 

o It seems to be open party season on the water. I would like to see better enforcement 
related to intoxication and how they conduct themselves. There are a lot of accidents 
related to alcohol. 

o If they are hot dogging on the water, they should be wearing one. It has to do with 
alcohol, and it [drinking] shouldn’t be taking place on the water.   

o A lot of people rely on noodles or floating coolers in the water to hang on to. 
 

• Encourage boaters to connect themselves to the boat when sailing.  
o When you are [sailing] at night, you need to be connected to the boat. That’s more 

lifesaving than anything.    
 

• Require fishing boats to use lights, especially at night.   
o Fishermen who don’t put on lights tick me off. 

 
• Encourage boat manufacturers to produce floating seats. 
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Appendix C 
 
What are your reasons for wearing a life jacket? 
 
Other (please specify): 
 

• 10 mph on canal- large houseboat 
plenty of time 

• A condition of being allowed on the boat 
• All white water 
• Always nearby; wear especially with 

inexperienced crew 
• At night 
• At night 
• At night, sailing alone 
• Bad weather 
• Because I sometimes want to 
• Don't want to drown 
• Early morning hours 
• Going through a lock 
• Going through locks 
• Good practice 
• I keep one in the boat 
• I run a small open sailboat solo and it 

floats better than I do 
• I run with the seals (sticks) 
• I wear it off shoulders to not mess up my 

tan, I think it still works 
• If we are sinking 
• In case of any potential situation 
• It's just smart! 
• It's like not wearing a seat belt, I just 

don't like boating without it. 
• Kid on boat 
• Kids all the time 
• Lead by example - I have 4 kids. 
• Only when skiing or tubing 
• Outside cabin while underway 
• PWC and if cleaning boat 
• Raised on lake and wearing a life jacket 
• Required by regulations 
• Swim or Ski 
• Teaching boating safety for state and 

USPS 
• To set an example for my grandkids 
• To set example 
• To set example for children 
• Water skiing/ floating 
• When alone 
• When alone 
• When by myself 
• When doing boating activity (ski, tube, 

etc.) 
• When in open small boat 
• When in the water 

• When leaving cockpit, in water or 
anytime at night 

• When loading or unloading the dingy 
• When on a pwc 
• When playing, skiing, etc. 
• When skiing 
• When swimming 
• When swimming/rafting 
• When using Kayak or inflatable boat 

without board 
• Whenever I enter water (swimming) 
• While tubing/wakeboarding 


